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Photos in this issue are from last month's 'Landscapes / Nature' competition.

Sum, sum, summertime...
Will you be taking a family vacation? If so,
leave the bulk of your camera gear at home.
Take a small camera to record the time with
family, but keep the focus on enjoying yourself
with the people you love.
Summertime is flower photo time too.
Whether you hit local spots like DBG or Hudson Gardens, your own backyard, or the
Crested Butte festival you’ll find a wide variety
of flora in Colorado.

Featured Article

Nature's Harmony by Danny Lam

How often do you think of Color as your primary subject and not the landscape, city,
flower, car, or person you’re photographing?
Give this a read and use the info on your next
photo shoot.
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Our Mission
The purpose of the Focus Camera Club is to further its members’ enjoyment, knowledge and mastery of
photographic skills through cooperative efforts and fellowship.

Focus Camera Club Monthly Meetings
Meetings are held the Second Friday & Fourth Wednesday of each month. Our meeting place is Lone Tree Civic Center,
8527 Lone Tree Pkwy, in Lone Tree. Meetings start promptly at 6:30 PM and will end by 9:00 PM after we breakdown
the chairs and tables in the room. Get a Google Map by clicking here.
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Captivating Chromatic Colors
By Russ Burden
Experiment with rich, not overly, saturated colors as subjects
One way to add impact to your images is with
RICH saturated colors that appear to jump right
off the photo. Note that the word “rich” is capitalized because there’s a huge difference between RICH and OVERLY. Overly saturated
color definitely commands attention, but once
the viewer studies the image, he or she realizes
something isn’t natural and will question it.
Color that’s striking can be rich and it doesn’t
have to be overly saturated to be powerful. As a
matter of fact, natural bold color can dominate
so strongly, it can serve as the primary subject.
Composition and lighting become secondary and
serve as support pieces. Many factors go into the
successful creation of vividly toned images. Subject choice, lighting, time of day, digital manipulation and
filter choice all contribute to their impact.
Subjects with vivid or iridescent colors are the obvious
building blocks upon which the image should be based. Subjects with bold reds, oranges and yellows, offset against vibrant blues and greens, are good candidates.
Autumn-colored aspen leaves juxtaposed against a clear
blue northern sky leap forward. The reason for this starts
with color theory. I encourage you to Google “Color Wheel”
and print a copy of one to place in your camera bag.
The key factors you want to absorb are twofold: What colors are 180 degrees from any given color on the wheel?
These are known as the opposites. What colors are adjacent
to any given color on the wheel? These are known as complements.
Upon printing out the wheel, note that blue and yellow are
opposites. Think about the following example of the cottonwood leaves. When opposites are juxtaposed in the same
image, the warm color comes forward and the cool one recedes. This is what causes the powerful psychological impact on the viewer.
This phenomenon of offsetting opposite colors causes the
leaves to pop off the page. Study the macro shot of the bee on the sunflower to prove the above.
Get club news, program and competition info, and more at FocusColorado.com and Facebook.com/FocusColorado
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Furthermore, study the temperature slider in Lightroom or ACR. One side is deep blue and the opposite
side is deep yellow!
(In regard to deep rich colors, think back to some of
the ads for Velvia slide film! If you’re smiling now,
right on! If you’re not, Google it.)
Beautiful sunrises and sunsets provide photographers with fantastic opportunities to capture catchy
chromatic color. The conditions need to be just right
with clouds above a clear horizon along with proper
atmospheric conditions.
When everything comes together, I look for bold
silhouettes to offset against the vibrant hues. This
doesn’t always happen, but there are filters that
give Mother Nature a boost. Depending on how
much you want to punch up the sky, try a warming,
enhancing, sunset, graduated or even a straight
yellow or orange filter. Post-processing can also
provide a boost via the use of the temperature and
tint sliders along with the vibrance and saturation
sliders. The saturation slider is like vibrance on
steroids, so use it conservatively to maintain as
natural a look as possible.

Finally, flash can provide vibrance in a subject, where if it wasn’t
used, the colors would be flat. The image of the scarlet macaw was
made in late morning. The sun was high and to the right of the
bird. In that a lot of it was in shadow, the image made without
flash showed little true color of the rainbow-like feathers. I simply
added a flash and fired away. I dialed in no compensation because
I wanted the amount of emitted light to equal the amount of ambient light. It was a perfect mix.
Always carry a flash. If the natural light isn’t the best and you have
a small and very colorful subject in front of your lens, attach it to
the hot-shoe. The premise is to add light where it doesn’t fall. This
way, the light from the strobe illuminates the shadows and reveals
all the colors in your subject.
– Russ
(all images in this article © Russ Burden)

Get club news, program and competition info, and more at FocusColorado.com and Facebook.com/FocusColorado
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Program & Competition Meetings
Program Schedule

Competition Schedule

06/14/19

Program – How to Critique
YOUR images by Jeff Johnson

06/26/19

Subject – Open

07/12/19

Program –"Who Needs Color?
Seeing In Monochrome” by
Mike Stebritz

07/24/19

Subject – Flowers

07/31/19

Member Critique meeting

08/09/19

Program –“Low Light and Night
Photography” by Joe Klocek

08/28/19

Subject – Vehicle / Transportation
Details

June 14 Program with Jeff Johnson
The goal of this Program will be to teach Focus members how to evaluate and select their best images
for competitions.
Over my career, I have found that having my work critiqued, receiving feedback and entering image
competitions has helped me grow, tremendously, as a photographer. More than I can describe! I will
share with you just how important these two very valuable tools can be and how to use them for your
photography. I do realize that I am asking you to wear your heart on your sleeve and not get hurt…an
awkward proposition…but, oh so rewarding!
There are two distinctive components to this program.
• The Critique

• Entering an Image into a Competition

The first component is how a photograph is critiqued…constructively and positively. Even though both
aspects use similar principles to evaluate a photograph, the art of the critique itself is the delivery of
one’s opinion of that image to the maker. I will share with you how a critique is positively and constructively delivered and I will teach you how to offer critiques yourself.
The second component is how an image is judged in a competition. A judge will look for proper use of
compositional elements, presentation, impact and more.

This Month's Competition is Open
You know how this is - “The Open category allows photographers to submit images of any subject matter.
Members are encouraged to explore photographic techniques and subjects outside their usual style.”
Judge will be Paul Weinrauch
If you need the Competition Entry forms or the template for the stick-on labels, you can get both from the Focus website

on the Competition Rules page.

Get club news, program and competition info, and more at FocusColorado.com and Facebook.com/FocusColorado
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May ‘Landscapes / Nature’ Competition Results
Media
f5.6

Digital

f8

Digital

f11

Color
Digital

f16

Color
Digital

Monochrome

Artist
Terry Hanford
Clifford Stockdill
Victoria Ashby
Brian Bors
Brian Bors
Katherine Bors
Susan Haffke
Shawn Slade
Susan Haffke
Dave Hull
Carl Paulson
Sam Alexander
Robert Cooke
Bill Dickson
Gwen Paton
Robert Cooke
Dave Hull
Danny Lam
Joe Bonita
Travis Broxton
Brian Donovan
Brian Donovan
Nancy Myer
Gary Witt
Dick York
Joe Bonita
Wayne Corrigan
Dan Greenberg
Dan Greenberg
Nancy Myer
Oz Pfenninger
Oz Pfenninger
Leander Urmy
Leander Urmy
Joe Bonita
Danny Lam

Judge for this competition was Joseph Roybal.

Image Title
Spring Textures and Colors
Mountains beyond Mountains
Sunrise On the Beach
Oncoming Snow
Racing Grains
Dunes
Serenity
Morning trail running is the best!
Tent Rock National Monument
Mount Sopris at Sunrise
Napali Coast
Autumn Gold
Grapevine Mountains
Quechee Gorge Vermont
Aspen Over Kebler Pass
Panamint Range
Storm Clouds Lifting Over Mount Sopris
Nature's Harmony
Antarctic Range
one tree hill
A River Runs Through It
Colorful Morning
Rare Summer Bloom--South Park
Separation
Hoodoo Heaven
Mosel River Shoreline
Colorado Terrain
Hoodoos as Sunset Approaches
Alternating Light and Shadow
The Red Queen and Her Court
Abstract in Blue
Forest Floor
Crested Butte Mountain
Devils Tower, WY
Gullfoss
Morning Fog

Score
9
10
9
9
9
9
9
9
10
9
10
9
9
9
9
10
10
10
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
9
9

See all the winning images in the Online Gallery.

Remember to send your winning Print images to Webmaster@FocusColorado.com for the online galleries.
And please use the same naming conventions and image sizes as we do for Digital Submissions.
Get club news, program and competition info, and more at FocusColorado.com and Facebook.com/FocusColorado
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Photo Contests
Land Through the Lens
The deadline to enter photographs featuring Boulder County Parks & Open Space lands is Wednesday,
June 19, 2019. There is still time to submit your photographs to be considered for exhibit in this year’s
Land through the Lens – A Boulder County Juried Photography Show.
Eligibility: Work created at any point in time featuring Boulder County Parks & Open Space properties
which has not been exhibited in previous county Land through the Lens exhibits is eligible.
To submit: Please visit www.BoulderCountyOpenSpace.org/photoshow and submit up to five images for
a $30 entry fee.
Prizes: Entry fees will be used for cash prizes.
Exhibit details: The exhibit will be held at The Great Frame Up – Longmont from Friday, August 9
through Friday, Sept. 6. The opening event will be on Friday, August 9 from 5-8 p.m. and will again be
generously catered by Guillaume’s European Catering. If you have any questions, please contact Karen.
We look forward to seeing this year’s beautiful images featuring our county-owned properties and celebrating them together with the photography community and open space aficionados!
Karen Imbierowicz , Partnership Coordinator Boulder County Parks and Open Space
303-678-6268 (office) 720-352-7316 (cell) kimbierowicz@bouldercounty.org

Tent Rock National Monument by Susan Haffke
Mosel River Shoreline by Joe Bonita

Epson Pano Awards
The 10th EPSON International Pano Awards is dedicated to the craft and art of panoramic photography.
Deadline: July 8 (early bird, July 22 (late entry)
Advances in digital photography and editing software have resulted in an ever-increasing rise in the
popularity of image stitching, especially in the panoramic format.
Get club news, program and competition info, and more at FocusColorado.com and Facebook.com/FocusColorado
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VR ‘immersive’ photography also continues to excite and develop at a rapid pace, and panoramic film
photography remains alive and well.
The EPSON International Pano Awards showcases the work of panoramic photographers worldwide
and is the largest competition for panoramic photography.
Visit the Epson PanoAwards website for full info, prizes, and to enter your images.

Quechee Gorge Vermont by Bill Dickson
Morning trail running is the best! by Shawn Slade

Local Photo Opps & Events
Colorado Renaissance Festival
Weekends, starting June 15-16 and ending August 3-4
For our 43rd Anniversary season, we take you on a magical tour through time and legend. As you wander down
the village streets and pathways of the Colorado Renaissance Festival, ready thyself to revel with master revelers, watch artisans create original works of their ancient craft and be taken in by the tantalizing aromas of roast
turkey legges, steak on a stake, fresh baked goods and much more.
Featuring a cast of hundreds of authentically costumed merrymakers living and working throughout the village
and performing, continuously, upon the Festival's seven stages, the illusion of a rollicking 16th Century festival
day is created.
Visit the Colorado Renaissance Festival website for details on themed weekends, parking, directions,
and more.
Get club news, program and competition info, and more at FocusColorado.com and Facebook.com/FocusColorado
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Crested Butte Wildflower Festival
When: July 5 - 14
Surround yourself in the symphony of wildflowers that is Crested Butte.
Since 1986, they have hosted the Crested Butte Wildflower Festival, sharing Mother Nature’s colors
with flower-lovers in fun, fresh ways.
Visit the CBWF website for info on the various hikes, photo classes, garden tours, and all the other activities (over 200 of them) available during the 10 day festival.
Since the July competition is Flowers it would behoove you to run up to Crested Butte for a day or two
to get some shots you can enter!

Frame #37
A collection of extra tidbits I've discovered during the past few weeks.

— Adobe recently announced changes to its pricing plan for the PS/LR combo, along with pulling old
versions of Lightroom off the market. If you’re considering switching away from Lightroom (like I certainly am) then read this post about alternatives first.
— Youtube is a treasure trove of great tutorials. But you CAN get lost in the myriad of stuff there. Here
is a good list of 11+ Youtube channels with fantastic information. (Jamie and Thomas are awesome)

What I have learnt and what I teach now is all about
experimentation and learning to pick yourself up and try
again when you fall down.
– Lara Jade

Mountains beyond Mountains by Clifford Stockdill

Get club news, program and competition info, and more at FocusColorado.com and Facebook.com/FocusColorado
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